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Key questions:

What is conversational 
journalism in terms of 
measurable variables/
features?  

Can it aid perceived online 
credibility and expertise?

What are the implications 
for journalists? Scholars? 
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Throughout those three years, 3 overarching questions guided me: 



Experimental test of 3 types of conversation*:  
Twittered, wiki and “collaborative” news:

* Design: 3 (types of stories) by 3 (story topics), within-subjects design

* Convenience sample: N = 67 (201 sets of responses) 

* Dependent variables:
      Conversation (processing variables)
     Coorientation/homophily  Social Presence  Interactivity  
        Friendliness  Informality

                                    Outcome measures
    Article credibility      Web site (source) credibility       Expertise 

* Defined in this study as deep collaboration between citizen/journalist for purpose of news reporting



1. Fake Twitter exchange between reporter/citizens 



Story derived from that Twitter exchange ...



                          2. Fake Wikinews story:

What’s most distinct about this writing voice is its informality--lack of 
journalese and crispness that distinguishes most professional news 
sites. A little bit of colloquialism.



                      3. Fake “collaborative” story:  

Note big, colorful editor’s note detailing how/that audience helped 
and what comes next and how to continue that collaboration, feature-
style (human-scaled) lede, emphasis on ordinary people in quotations 
affected by news rather than “officials,” e-mail tagline at end to 
further the conversation.



Findings: 
1.) Conversation is both real and powerful, but nuanced

2.  It appears to consist of a half dozen or so features, though some are 
problematic and deserve further study:
 
 * Coorientation/Homophily (Likeness): perceived similarity to journalist

* Interactivity:  perceived smart use of Web tools to interact with audience

   Social Presence:  perceived humanness of journalist

   Friendliness:  perceived openness, accessibility of journalist to audience

   Informality:  perceived casualness of journalist with audience

* The real powerhouses

• es, newsroom survey



Findings (cont.): 

3.) Social presence seems to require presence of video to have impact

4.)  Informality, and to a lesser extent friendliness, can hurt perceived 
credibility (see next 2 slides) 
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Informality Means by Story Type
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Future research?
• Experimental: 
- Test different pools of participants

  - Test different types of conversation — is reader-reader interaction in 
story comments conversation, even without the journalist?  

• Non-experimental:
- Case study: Apply data to Seattle Times recent breaking-news Pulitzer 
(innovative uses of social media/conversation)

• Multi-method: 
- Minnesota Public Radio’s public insight-journalism: Depth interviews 
with citizen participants, content analysis of stories, newsroom survey
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